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Agasio has introduced the new range of cameras that is technically very advanced and promises to
provide you with true colored high resolution images that you have never ever been able to produce.
This promises to make you speechless, as it comes with numerous enhanced features designed to
make your life easy and memorable.

If you are a person who loves snapping pictures and recording moments, then these POE cameras
will never disappoint you in any way. These will make you relive every moment as if these are right
there beside you at any given point of time. There are unique features of this power over Ethernet
cameras such as:

â€¢	Enhanced lenses: These POE IP cameras come with IR filter lenses. These give true color images
that donâ€™t need to be washed out for the final finish. These are absolutely accurate pictures and
videos and these come equipped with high resolution too.

â€¢	These cameras feature high quality video sensor devices that are in combination with pan, tilt and
the IR lenses. The end product that these POE IP cameras give you as a result of these deadly
combinations is breathtaking and almost ethereal.

â€¢	Built in features that allow the transmission of both DC power and network communications all
around, by means of using a single cable that is Cat 5/Cat 6 enabled or is a standard Ethernet cable.

â€¢	The power over Ethernet feature is amazing and the camera can even support remote internet
viewing under any browser.

â€¢	The POE cameras come with motion detection that make it possible to click pictures of moving
animals or even people for that matter. There is no blur in the images produced and these are
absolutely high class pictures.

â€¢	There is an inbuilt network recording system present in these one of a kind cameras that makes it
possible to transmit video as well as audio anywhere.

â€¢	It is a Smartphone enabled camera and is compatible with mobiles such as I Phone and the
Blackberry.

â€¢	The POE IP cameras are internet enabled and accessible and this can be done using standard
browsers such as Internet Explorer, Safari and Firefox.
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for network connection. If you are a passionate lover of photography and love to play around with
lights and natural beauty then a poe ip camera are really for you.
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